Inside the Engine Room.
A Conversation with Ross Ritchie

Over the last couple of decades, RosEi Ritchie has
made pictures consistent with those i:-\.e did early
on in his career: appropriations of European
art, enigmatic scenarios, loose gestural passages
mixed with firm draughtsmanship. In between
times, there were phases of pop, abstraction and
even conceptualism. When Edward Hanfling
visited the artist at his home in Birkenhead on
Auckland's North Shore, they had a free-flowing
conversation about the process of making
pictures, lessons learnt from painting billboards
as well as from the works and philosophies of
other artists, the more than 20 years Ritchie spent
working at the Auckland City A rt Gallery, and
(above) ROSS RITCHIE Engine 1980-81
Oil on canvas with wooden blocks, chain & metal tacks,
1580 x 1742 x 102 mm.

the way his psychological make-up feeds his art.
Yet they both agreed, contrary to popular belief,
that the experience of art itself is no conversation.

Edward Hanfling: Let's start with a curly one: If
you could sum up in a few words what your art has
primarily been about, or the driving force behind it,
what would you say?
Ross Ritchie: The driving force is anxiety. I don't know
what it's about. I just sign it and walk away. When
it's about things, you're doing Norman Rockwell: you
target something, and if you're good, you get it. But
art, to me, is open-ended. It is a live animal.
E.H.: Few of your paintings look finished in the sense
of every part of the surface being worked up to a high
level of detail. They seem to be always still in process.
Is it the process that is important?
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R.R.: In part, yes. I find it difficult to finish stuff. I
mean, I finish so much that I paint over or destroy
them ... But put 'it another way : I used to so envy Bob
Ellis for the way he could work a thing out and do it
right to the end.I could never do that. If I did, it was
rubbish.
E.H.: How do you decide when a piece is finished, or
when it is good?
R.R.: It tells you.When it starts to work, you can leave
it alone for a week and go back in and say, 'yes, that
is good!' Drawings particularly-you can work and
work-and I work quite fast-and you just put them
away and leave them.Sometimes you think it didn't

work and two years later you take it out again and
find that it did work.The subjective information that
was feeding you when you were doing it, clogged it
all up.When you forget that and it goes away, the
object's still there.
E.H.: So part of the process is leaving things and
letting them cook.
R.R.: That and chance.Francis Bacon, whom I've read
about extensively, manufactured chance. He knew he
needed it. He was a very complex man. He's given
me the biggest rush, more than other painters. I saw
a couple in the Met a few years ago.They just came
across the room at you.This is the sad thing about
this pretty interesting show [The Body Laid Bare] at the
Auckland Art Gallery: they don't have a major Bacon.
Because he ticks all the boxes, for the subject, for
everything.
E.H.: Your recent exhibition at Whitespace was
mainly drawing, but a painterly kind of drawing with
rubbed-out passages and a dramatic, smoky feeling.Is
that something that you've done for a long time, or is
it a recent development?
R.R.: In 2003 I did the first serious drawings I've
ever done, because my wife Wendy was doing a
drawing show at Northart, the gallery she manages
in Northcote.Before that, I could draw for need, for a
painting, but I didn't take any pleasure out of it.I just
did it to get from there to there.Now I have to lay off
it from time to time, because it gets to the point where
it's indulgent.Geez, a sheet of paper and I'm at it.I
love it, I really do.I wish I'd started a lot earlier.
E.H.: Overall, the Whitespace exhibition had a fairly
dark, sombre tone to it-not just in the depth and
range of black tones, but the subject matter too, with
images of mortality and violence.
R.R.: That's my anxiety. And my engine room. It's got
positive aspects, and it's got very negative aspects.I'm
not medicated or anything!
E.H.: Right, so it is something integral to your
character-a taste, perhaps, for the macabre?
R.R.: Well, it's what drives me to do anything.You
coming today-I felt very comfortable about it, but
then the anxiety got me and I went and mowed the
lawns. One beer, mowed the lawns, and I felt OK.
E.H.: Do you have a sort of sourcebook or stock of
imagery that you work from?
R.R.: Thousands of images.I've got a set of bound
Time magazines, and when I want to get started I just
grab four of them.I felt guilty about it for a long time,
but I was talking to Dick Frizzell and he does that too.
I always go for certain subjects, of course, although
at one point I did some landscapes because I saw a
black-and-white photograph in a magazine that I
thought was stunning.I used that image again and
again, though I'm never tempted to go back to it now.
E.H.: When you ,were working on the drawings for the
show, were you methodical in the way you selected
certain kinds of images, or was it just what came to
hand?

(opposite above)
ROSS RITCHIE FB 2015
Oil on canvas,
305 x 305 mm.
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(opposite below)
ROSS RITCHIE
On the Loose 2016
Graphite & oil on paper,
1000 x 700 mm.
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(right) Ross Ritchie at
work in the New Zealand
Railways enamel sign
shed, 1958
(below) ROSS RITCHIE
Silent Movies 2016
Mixed media on canvas,
1540 x 2100 mm.
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from a stale, dying image into something interesting
that gets you going again. One might have elements
from the previous one, or I can pull something out of
the drawer that I didn't know where to go with-take
a piece of that. It's as fluid as hell. Has to be.
E.H.: What was your upbringing like and how did you
develop a love of art?

R.R.: That show covers a good deal of time-years,
in fact. So, no. I always find myself looking back at
what I love doing, but I don't set it up methodically,
because if I do, I know it's just going to be like an
illustration, dead on arrival. The good thing about
drawing is that, with the physical size and the nature
of it, you can change it so quickly, within minutes,
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